
Lesson 6: Prayer 
The Importance of Sharing Our Hearts with God 

 
 

Prayer Requests 

Prayer 

Song:  there are numerous songs about prayer that you can sing together  

 

“Study” Follow-up: 

1. At the end of last week’s meeting, we all discussed ways we could incorporate more Bible 
reading and study into our lives.  How were you blessed by your experience with study this 
week? 

 
Mike’s Thoughts: 
(Facilitators, here are some questions Mike gave me based on his lesson.  I suggest that you plan 
ahead and use the ones that seem most interesting and helpful to you.) 

2. In light of our culture, why is prayer so difficult for us? 

3. What kind of prayers do we usually pray?  Is that good or bad or does it matter? 

4. What special things do you do to help you stay focused in prayer so that your mind does 
not wander? 

5. For you, what is the most encouraging thing about prayer? 

 

Additional Group Thoughts: 

6. Prayer is one of the most common topics and activities found on the pages of the Bible.  
Scripture teaches us how to pray, when to pray, and why we should pray.  We even find a 
prayer on the lips of nearly every major biblical character.   

a. Why has God preserved so much information about prayer in His Word? 

7. I expect that we all believe that prayer is both necessary and beneficial.  We know that God 
wants to hear from us through prayer.  And as we described the discipline of study last 
week as a way to listen for God’s direction and guidance, we need to understand that 
prayer is a way for God to hear from us.  

8. What are some examples of prayers in the Bible that are significant to you?  (Take the time 
to turn and learn from a few of these.  There are so many, that I would rather each group 
learn from within rather than me focusing your group on one or two that have been 
significant to me.)  

b. What have you learned from them? 

c. What are some common ingredients in prayers of the Bible? 

9. How many of us believe that we have a good prayer life? 

d. If you do, what makes it good? 

e. If you don’t, what is keeping your prayer life from being better? 

10. If you’ve tried to devote more time to silence and solitude (as we discussed a few weeks 
ago), have you found yourself naturally turning to prayer in those times of quiet retreat? 

f. What effect, if any, has it had on your life? 

11. Consider what two popular authors have said regarding prayer: 



g. “Even when we are praying for or about things other than our own spiritual needs 
and growth, the effect of conversing with God cannot fail to have a pervasive and 
spiritually strengthening effect on all aspects of our personality.  That conversation, 
when truly a conversation, makes an indelible impression on our minds, and our 
consciousness of him remains vivid as we go our way” (Dallas Willard, The Spirit of 
the Disciplines, p. 184.). 

i. Any response or reaction to that? 

h. “In prayer, real prayer, we begin to think God’s thoughts after him: to desire the 
things he desires, to love the things he loves, to will the things he wills.  
Progressively, we are taught to see things from his point of view” (Richard Foster, 
Celebration of Discipline, p. 33-34). 

i. Any response or reaction to that? 

12. Regardless of the distractions and the inhibitions that tempt us not to pray, we can be 
encouraged to pray to our Father in heaven by reminding ourselves that He is always with 
us.  He is always available.  He is always hungry to hear from us, because he is a loving 
Father.  And by remembering those simple truths, we should be able to make use of any 
amount of time we have to share our hearts with God.  Rather than worrying about forms, 
postures, or pretty words, we need to focus on honesty, openness, sincerity, and humility. 

i. Why are these four attitudes essential to a healthy relationship with God? 

 

Training Schedule: 

13. Until we build these disciplines into habits, it is important that we keep scheduling them into 
our days.  We all know that these things don’t happen by accident; they require 
intentionality.   

14. Let’s be ready to discuss our experiences with prayer when we meet next Wednesday. 

 

Participatory Prayer: 

15. Please divide into your gender groups and pray for one another.  This is an especially 
relevant use of your time considering the night’s topic. 

16. You may even want to really cut back your discussion time tonight so that you can 
maximize your time in prayer together. 

 

Helpful Resource:     

17. For a very helpful resource on prayer, you might look for Prayer: the Voice of Faith by 
Charles B. Hodge, Jr.  It is probably available in the Harding Bookstore.  You might also 
suggest this book to your group members.   

 

Please turn in your attendance to Karolyn (office@wschurch.net; 268-2951) tomorrow. 

 

Please follow up with people who are absent from your group.  If they know that they 
are missed, they are unlikely to miss again. 
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